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A -volume table isa tabular,sta~ment of ,the avel'8.gE'vollune of 
treesof,given sizes. The size classification is usually both by diameter 
(d.h. h.,ordiameter breast high, outside th~ bark) and height (either 

Notal or merchantable). This fonn of present.ation implies that tree 
gtolume is correlated with both diameter and height.· , 
- If graphs are plotted showing the relation between volume and 
,~eter for the several height classes anqsimilai'ly betw~n volume 
~dhei~ht for the several diameter classes; curves rather than, straight 
zjines ~ result. :rhis ~dfcates tha~ the ptepa!ation ofa volume 
:::table 18 a problem mcurvilinear multiple correlation . 
..., A method of. solvi1lg.problemsin curvilinear multiple correlation is 

described in 8; previous p~blication~l ~he technicis briefl:yas ~OllOW8: 
1. A multiple-regression .equatlon18 calculated, which 18 con

sidered as a :first appro~ation to the desired Iesult. 
2. This equation is converted into ·an alinemeIit chart for eaSe in 

handling the subsequent steps. Thl3 alinement chart; being based 
on an equation of the :first degree, has straight parallel axes and uni
formlY' graduated scales. 

3. Values are read from this chart corresponding to the data. 
These are called .:firstestimates, and the differences between these 

i BRUCE, D., and 'RZINIIU, L. H. CORRELATION J.LINEllINT CRAB!!! m FOREST RE9EAlICH. U. 8. Dept.
Air. Tech. Bill. 210, as p., IllWi. 1931. . 
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~~ 0<,jtima.tes and the corresponding meadured 'v-alues of the data' are 
caJIedfust ,w.nduais. ' ' . . "', 

4. The fi.l:st,.rediduals are plotted. ove:r the independent variables, 
,one atatime,'an,dcurves are'iitted. . 

5. These curves are us~. ,to mgraduate the chart axes for these 
indepemlent variables wherever changes are seen to be desirable. 

6. Second estimates are read from the revised chart whichrepre
sents a second approximation. ' 

7. The measured vl!lues are then plotted over these second esti
mates, and a curve is fitted. ' ., 

8. By means of this curve the graduations of th~ axis representing 
the dependent variable are relocated if necessary, thus producing a 
third-approxima.tion chart., " 

9. These steps-4."to 5', and 6 to 8-are then alternately repeated 
as many times as may be necessary until a sa.tisfactory result is 
obtained. 

While volume-table construction is ob'riously a problem incurvi
line~ !lluY.:.'ple correlation, it is a t~ of problem ,,:hi?h requires. a 
speclalize",1~orm of the ,general technic.2 The speCialized technic, 
which brings speed and accuracy, will be described. in the following 
~L ' , 
! , The multipl~r~gressionequation used in the general ~c¥c ~an be 
shown on theoretIcal grounds to be a poor first a,pprmamatlOn ill the 
cr.ise of a volume table. In the first place we know that the curves of 

,volume over diameter and volume over height ,are not straight lines, 
so that Varylllg spacing of. the graduations of the diameter and ~ffiht 
axes are to be expected. In the second place, from the fa . ar 
formula. ' 

V=FHB 

where V is the volume in cubic feet, F the form factor, H the height, , 
in. feet, B the basal area in square foot, we would, expect to need a 
chart involving multiplication rather than the addition characteristic 
of a multiple-regression equation. Obviously, for rapid definition of 
the true relationships between volume, diameter, and height, a first
approximation chart which is much closer to the final result than one: 
ba.sed on the multiple-regression equation is needed. 

The best form of base chart or first-approximation chart is that . 
which gives. the volumes of a geometric solid most closely approach..; 
ing tree fOITlrt· For tables giving volume in cubic feet this condition 
is satisfied by a very simple chart, with three straight, p&"allel axes 
with logarithmically spaced graduations. The use of the board-foot 
unit of volume, however, makes nBcessary far more complex forms 
with curved axes. These forms differ with the log rule used, with 
the height index adopted (merchanta.ble 01' total), and with the' 
standard of top utilization. Mter the proper base chart has beeu 
prepared or selected, however, the subsequent procedure is essentially 
the same for aJI volume tables. .It will therefore be possible to de
scribe in detail the method .for the cubic-foot tables, and then merely 
to refer to a few minor variations in connection with the other types 
of tables. 

tE:mm~les worked out by the general technlc resulted In distorted tebles only hal! 88 accurate 88 those 
prnpared y the m~ usual methods. 



ALtNELE..~HART METHOD FORYOLuMETABL'ES 3 

TBEBASE CHART FOR VOLUME TABLES OF ENTIRE STEM IN 
CUBlCi?EET 

Reference has !llready been made to
l
, the familiar formula fO~,the 

volume of a tree ill cublC feet· I' " 

1rFHD2 
V=FHB 4Xl44 

The corresponding formula for a cylindeI: having the same basal 
diameter and height is of course 

1rHD2 
V==4Xl44 

One familiar with the construction of alinement charts~will at once' 
think of more than one form of chart by means of which this equa
tion'migh.t be solved.3 

The simplest is one having three parallel straight axes, with the 
centr~ a.~ halfway between the outside 8Xe~.. .All. the scales ~ 
loganthmic to proVlde for the fact that the vanables ill the equation 
are to bE), JIlultiplied together instead of added. One of the outer 
a.'ms, ~hen,;is:~graduated with the value:; of log H, the other with 

. D2 
values' of log 4~<144' while the central is graduated with values of 

log V,using one-half of the scale used for the outer a.'\:88. 
Such a chart will give volumes of cylindors of sizes corresponding 

to tho trees for which data are at hand. Were the form factor a. 
uniform factor for each species, all that would remain would be to 
raise the central or volume a..~s by an am01mt equal to the 'logarithm 
of thls form factor. This foll.ows from the fact that a bodily raising 
of tile a..xis is equivalent to moving the slide. in a slide rule. Unfor
tunately, however, the form factor varies with both diaineter and 
height and that in a rather complex fashion. This type of adjust
ment of the central a.Us, therefore, while useful, would by no means 
be final, and would merely leave us with a first-approximatio~ chart 
which WIllS numerically closer than that for the cylinder, but no better 
in relation to vru.iation in form factor. A cylinder chart, then, 
except for the larger numbers involved, is just as useful as one cor
rected for average form ~Ret<!r f?r the species. Howev~r, to~ain 
some advantage ill reduction ill SlZe of numbers" tlie cylinder cirart 
used as the standard base chart is modified for a form factor of 0.4, 
which is 11 rough approximation to the average of all species. 

This st.andard base chart used by the Forest Service is illustrated 
in Figure 1. The diameter a..xis is at the left, the height axis at the 
right, and the volume a.'\:is in the middle. To secure height and 
diameter axes of approximately the same length different scales have 
been used on these two axes, and as ,a result the VOlUIi.le axis is' to 
the left of the central position. 

The series of diagonal curves crossing the chart need explanation. 
These are the graduating curves used in constructing the chart, 
which are retained because of their usefulness in subsequent re
adjustments. They consist of four series, identified by tIie initials 

• See thef-llowing publication: BRUCE, D., ALINEKENT CHARTSlH FOREST llENBURATlON, Jour. Forestry 
Ii: 773-§O'I, lIlus., 1917; or such texts as LIrJu, 1., GRAl'HICAL AI,P JlJ:~CAL COIll'UTATlON, 264p.,
lIlus., New York, 1918. 
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J'IOtl'lUl: 1.-'l'bebueebart illled for vOlume tables in cubic feet (entire vOlume ofstem) 
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, ,AtiNEM:E~HART METHOD FOR VOLuME TAirLES' c • 
<' • .' • '. '. '. '.- . . ~. '''"1' t~y ,'''' '. -. ,'. ,~' 

'De; ,lt~,~c;'.~dVmC-standing, respectively,f()r diameter of cylinder; , 
hei~ht of 'cylinder~:-,volume of cylinder, and vohime~, of' modified 
cylinder., . ," " , ' ", ", '\,

They C8Jlbest ~ ~<ierstood if, one series, for example,: the Do i 

oseries, be carefully 'examin~. .It will be noted ('/hat the entire aline
mentchart is,superposedon a sheet Of semilogarithinic coordinate 
papar,and that the verticallines'ofthispaper are givf:\n'a scale- across 
the base of 1 to 10. This scale is used in connection with all the 
graduatmfi curves" Like all ~ogarithmj.c, scales, ',iii ,appliesequelll)
weR to vames, from Ito 10, 10'00"100 or 100 to 1,000jetc. The seIDl- "'" 
logarithmic paper is used b~ca~ ()n it t4e graduating curves, will 
have very li,t1ile curv,atuNi., - . " 0'" ,''',,',' , " ' , • '_' " , 

If th~ ere follo:w~ ll;P the vertica.l1ID.emar~ed 1 (the left-h<m4ed~e 
of thech~t) until It mtersects for the first time tho, Dc curve, It will 
be noted that this intersection is horizontally opposite the 1 gradUo.-" 
tion on the diameter axis. Similarly, if the eye follows the l.5 veJ,:ticaC' 
to its intersection with the Dc curve, this intersection will be -found 
opposite the 1.5 diameter graduation. The same will be found to 
be true for all possible values from Ito 10. At 10 the Dc curve runs 
off the right-hand side of the chart. It reappt,ars, however, opposite ,. 
this point .on the left-hand side,and this po~\tion wi!! be foun,d to 
aP1!ly to diameter values of 10 or larger. " 'Ii;, ' ,', 

The Dc gradl}ating curve I ~hen, tegis~rs eJr\~tly the positio~ of 
all the graduations on the diameter axIS. W~~reJ these graduations 
obliterated th~y could be acc,,?"ately restored by means' of the curve. 
FUrthermore,lf finer graduations should be needed for anyputpose, 
they could easily and accurately be inserted by using this curve~ " 

" ~ a S¥ar manner the H.,. curve re~ters thegraduaf;ions.;qn the 
, . heIghts..'Us. The lower portion of this curve, however, applies to 

heights of fro~ 10 to 100, and the upper to heights above 100. The 
VmQ C1lr'7e applies in the same, way to the volume axis, bu~ this is 
in six sections because of the large range of volume involved. The 
lowest section applies to volunies from 0.01 to 0.10 cubic foot and 
the highest to 1,000 cubic feet or more. 

The Vc curves apply to nothing on the alinement, chart but can be 
used to graduate the voltime axis so that it will give cylinder volumes, 
if a cylinder-volume chart is desired. 
It Will also be noted that all coordinate lines have been removed 

from the chjlXt in narrow strips along each of the axes. This is to 
permit the entry of new graduations as the wcrk progresses,for it 
will be possible to make one copy of the chart serve throughout the 
entire process of the_preparationpf o~e volume table. , .,' 

The charts actually used are conSIderably larger than Figure 1. 
'The precise size is, of course, immaterial, but those used by the 
Forest Service are approximately 10 by 20 ~ches. 

ASSEMBLY OF THE ~>ATA 

With one of these charts at hand, the first step in the actual 
preparation of a volume table ,is to assemble the existi::J data, which 
It is assumed have been collected in the field in the usual way. The 
tree sheets should be sorted into I-inch (or sometimes 2-inch) dia
meter classes, and then, subsorted into lO-foot (or sometimes 5-foot 
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,T:mCimICAL;Bm.iJri~~~~~j.Y,";S",tfEioT.{)F A,G!UCm:.~tm~ , 
• '0", ., C~\:" -~.' "',.' . . "'. 

~rc2~foo~)Jl~ht,Cl8Ss~~j,:A:~o~venie~t fQrm fQ!' t&bl!lar,,8S~embly
.' lSsliown: m 'TaQJe 1,•which IS butthe~tsheetof 's.e:v~ral,whlch ~' 

required. Each tree ,occupies aline, with'theprigirialdatain:the.1) 
, first four ool~. ,', It will be noted that,. t1lfee(spaces 'are leftaftel'" " 
e~h .d, h. :h..;.height class, two for totals811daverageiand one,~" 0 
sep~atethe,cla~ses•. By meas~d 1l0lUIlle is meant the. volume 
obt(l,ined rJrom the "field measu.r,ements: ~y sClI.ling,by .~omputll.tiOhj
or· by pllUlimetering-tapel' graphs~, " " , " ' .'. • 

" THE 'FIRST.)t:ORJlECTIONQF, THE<:C1uRT 
The1lext~tepis to fill column :5qf Table",l' by, use of, the base 

alinement chart. Foreachtreas, firSt-estimate volume is:.obtaiiled , 
", I , :.~' ~"Ct ..-" 
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.FIG~ 2.-The measured-fint eatimalt, curve based on colriinns 4aod 5 of Tabl6 1 •.. By means 
, of this the Vm. g!'lldusting curve, Clf Figure 1 is"readjt'1sted . 

by extending a straightedge 6 from a pomton the left-hand axis 
\1 corresponding to the diameter to a' point on the right-hand axis 

'. ,. Two methods of sortjng are lIlmost equally USllble; the 8-inch diameter class, for emmple, ma~ include 
trees from 7.6 to 8.• inches or trees trom 8.0 to 8.9 inches. The average diameter m the first case will be close 
to 8.0 and in the lieoond close to 8.6. ·.In the final volume table, volumes Wlll be entered JIJl 8. father than 
8.5, but It does not foUow from this froet that there Ia any advantage In ,the first system of sorting., In plot
ting; the Bctusl'average diameters can lind should be used, and the tlnBl results may be read from curves 
or alinement charts for even-inch dlametars. , When hand sorting by the second method, tentbs:of inches 
are ignored, tbus elimlnBtlng errors in clasSifying, IIDd in!lreasing speed. Where pllDchedcards aro used 
in connectlonwlth tabulating IIIlIchlnerr, sortll:lgls somewhat simplified by t~e 8.0-8.9 c!as8l11cation" and 
this has therefore IJeenmade standard by the Forest Servloo. " . 

A stltI strip of transparllnt celluloid with B tlnll straight line etched 00 It Is preferable to a straightedge 
beciI\IIle shadows are cllmlnated. 

I 
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,.' ' ~EMENT-CJ:iA'ml' MwmODFOR VOL1fi!l!1'I:AlJL'E8< " 7' Li 
,', .. . . \~. . .'.. .r---'~-_ 
Cbrtesponding to the height, ~d reading its jilte~1.!t.:c)~J with the 
.ce,~trruaxis.. W;henall volUIIf~shave haen so obtained, both m~8surecl 

" ., ruidfuSt-estimate volUmes are totaled anU t\vel'fi.ged for eech d.· b. h.
",heIi5:ht, dass. 'rAe avarages 6 a.re~:!.len plotted. 'on logmthmic. cross

sectlonpaper, Wlth m~8Sured values on the vertiqala.ud first-estiroates 
~n the h~:r,izo~ta.l sca.I~, ~d.acurve ~ fittied. A·ch~a.cteristic res~t 
18 s~wwn m FigUre 2. This 18 not the ent,li"e,curve. The lowest pomt 

,f' 1.-~Co/l8tn~t volume f4bZ} co~pml~ionformTABLE 	 ' 
~'"' > ~"'~) 

I	';f V;;lume Devi
DIa 1---:--------------1 'atlon 

meu,r Total. 	 Estimate (per'!'roo No. breas~ heIgh!, 	 cent of 
high, Mess- 1--'----....,...--,......---.---II8.r..est!" 

Died 	 mate)
First S~nd Third Fourth Fifth 

(1) ,(2) (3) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

------------~~--~---~----I·~~----l-------I--------
IneAe! Feet16 ______ ••.__________.,________ L 0 Cu.. iii Ou.ft. Cu.. ft. Cu..!t Cu..ft. Cu.. ft. 

15 (llili. 0.03 0. ill o.Ut -------- -------- 25 
16 _05 • ill .05 .05 -------- 0--~-----}L:::::::::::::::=:::::::= tg 17 .05 _ill .05 .05 	 0 

19_"_~________._____________ <_ 1.. 0 	 -------- -------
18 • ill _05 .05 	 2020___.________________.______ 1.1 .06 	 -------- -------21_._________________________ L1 15' .W .04 .., .05 . .05 -------- -------- 40

_0622___________ •_________ 1.1 16 .07 • ill .06 -------- ---- ... -... - 17 
~_____ 

23 _________________. ___~_"___ 1.2 16 .07 .ll4 .06 .06 -------- -------- 17 
16 .07 •. 05 .07" .07 	 {,24..____•___________ ._·________ 1.2 	 -------- ---..---

25 _____ 	 1.2 16 _07 _05 
• 07 1 .• 07 -------- ..------- 0 

~____________________ 

15 .OS .05 .07 .07 -------- -------- 14 
16 .,08 .ro .07 	 14,.• 07 ----.--- ------~:::=::::,~=:=::==::::::::: i: ~ 16 .09 .05 .07 	 2930___________________. _____ . 1.2 	 ".07 -------- -,.. _----

_06'0___________________________ L 3 19 .10 • C9., .09 -------- -------- 11 
29__________________________ 1.3 16 _10 .06 .09 .00 -------- ------- 11
31.________________________ L { 18 .10 .07 .10 .10 ..------- -------- 0 

16 .08, .07 .10 .10 	 2033 _________________________• 1.4 	 - ... ------ -------
16 .09 _07 .10 .10 	 1032__ ._______________________ 1.4 	 -------- -------

35~_______________________ 1.4 18 .10 .08 .11 .n ------ -------- 9 
36.__________________________ 1.4 18 .H _08 .11 .11 -------- ------- 0 
34___________________________ 1.5 19 .11 .08 .12 .12 -------- ------- 8 

18 .12 .09 .13 .13 	 837 _________________________: 1.6 	 -------- --------
III •.12 .09 .13 .13 ------- 8

54___________________________ 1.7 16 .17 .10 .15 _IS 	 1353___ ________________________ 1.8 	 --- ----- ...... _-----
IS .17 .13 .18 .1!l 	 6.55___________________________ 1.9 	 ------- -------
17 .19 .13 .19 .19 0 

Total __•______________ 1 32:il 1---1----1---1---1---·1----1---1··- 
417 2.37 1.63 2.31 2. 31Average_ ______________ 1.. 3 	 -------- -------- -------
17 .09 .07 _OIl .09 ------ -------- ------,-

38____________.________ ._____ ====~===*===F===F==~==4====F===1====1.1 
20 .08 _05 .07 .07 	 1439__________ .________________ L 1 	 -------- -------
20 .08 .05 .07 .9( 	 1440____________________.:.._____ L 3 	 -------- -------
20 .10 .07 .11 ..i 	 94L____.!_____________• ____ • 1.3 	 -------- -------

42.__________________________ 1.3 20 ,,11 .07 ,11 .'Jl -------- -------- 0 
23 .13 .08 _12 .12 	 846_ _________________________ 1. " 	 -------- -------

44__________________________ 1.4 20 .13 .08 _13 .13 -------- -------- 0 ,j 
21 .13 .09 .13 .13 	 0 /i47____._____________________ 1.4 	 -------- -------- ,I48__________________________ 1.4' 21 _14 .09 .13 .13 -------- -------- 8 '/45_________________________ 1.4 23 _14 .10 .14 .14 -------- -------- 0 Ii 
23 .15 .10 .14 .14 -------- -------- 7 If 

49___________________________ L 4 .16 .10 .15 .15 	 7'l/
50 __________________________ . 1.6 25 	 -------- -------- h 

22 .19 .]2 ~ 18 .1851 ___________________..____ . 1.6 	 -------- -------
24 _16 .13 .19 .19 :'1ff:62__________________________ 1. '1 	 -------- -------
20 .18 .13 .18 .18 	 056_.____________________.___ 1.8 	 -------- --..----
22 .24 .16 .22 .22 -------- -------- 951-__________________________ 1_ 853___________________________ L 9 23 .24 .16 .23 .23 -------- -------- 4 

-'21 .23 .16, .24 .24 	 4 ----~ 
~ 

Total &________________ '-2-4.-9-1---1---1---1'----1----1----1-'--4-
368 2. 59 L74 2.54 2.54 -------- -------- --.------Aversge_______________ 1.5 22 .15 .10 .15 .15 -------- -------- -------

• Total, 25 trees. 	 & Total, 17 trees • 

• The individual values Instead of the 1l\-erag&S could, of course, be ~iottt!d, but the labor would be great
and the curve fitting more dlfIlcu1t. There Is, moreover, a theoretical advantage in r&sorting the values,
both measured and estimated, on the basis of the first estimates, before averllldng and plotting, but m 
most cases the increased accuracy of the result Is not enough to Justify the Bddftioual labor. The use of 
d. b. h.-height classes is equivalent to a rough sorting by first estimates. In which adjacent groups more 
or less overlap, but appreciable errors can hardly be caused by this rougb sorting, beeause the r&Sulting
curves will be nearly straight lines. 

http:vertiqala.ud
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on the .curve, however, m.ay be identified as that bas~d on the second 
group III Table 1. It will be seen that the curve IS very nearly a 
straight line and that the definition is excellent. The ('logarithmic 
paper is used merely because of the difficulty of plotting and reading 
the smaller values on ordinary- paper; the shape of the cQrve would 
be the same on regular coordinate pa.per. 

Were the curve a 45° straight line passing through the points 
(1, 1) (10, 10), etc., this would indicate that the first estimates agreed 
on the whole with the measured values and that the original chart 
was satisfactory without alteration. Usually this is not the case, and 
the eurVf:l, instead of confirming the chart, becomes a means of correct
ing it. \ 

The simplest way tOlerform this correction is to revise the graduat
ing CUl"ve Vme first an then to use this .revised curve to regraduate 
the volume axis. Tho.method is.as follows: 

From Figure 2 it c'an be seen that for a first estimate of 0.1 cubic 
foot the corresponding measured (or "true") volume is 0.146.7 The 
0.1 point on the Vme curve (fig. 3), which is its intersection with the 
vertical representing 0.1, must therefore be shifted horizontally to the 
vertical representing 0.146. Similarly, the point where it intersects 
the 0.2 vertical must be shifted to the vertical representing 0.28, etc. 
When enough of the points on the curve have been thus shifted, a 
revised graduating curve can be drawn through their new positions. 
By using this graduating curve, a. new set of graduations can be entered 
on the blank or left side of the volume axis. The new graduating 
curve can be seen in Figure 3, marked Vh 8 as well as the new volume 
gradu.ations which correspond to it. 

It is advisable to enter these new graduations in soft pencil so they 
may be erased if further revision is later found necessarY. The grad
uating curve itself should therefore be inked in for permanent record. 
To avoid confusion between the various ~aduating curves which ~ll 
eventually appear on the one chart, varIOUS colors are almost indis
pensable. 

THE SECOND CORRECTION OF THE CHART 

A set of second estimates of volume are next read from the revised 
chart and entered in column 6 of Table 1. These should, on an 
average, be much closer to the measured volumes than the first 
estimates. 

Since a change in the volume scale has resulted in a closer agree
ment with the basic data, it is obvious that further improvement might 
be obtainei' by changes in either the diameter scale, the height scale, 
or both. The first of these possibilities is investigated by summa
rizing by diametar classes, disregarding height, the height-diameter 
class totals of certain items. These may appear in the form shown 
in Table 2, which like Table 1 is incomplete. Table 2 is summarized 
in complete form, however, in Table 3. 

7 So BCCumte B readlug Lq oC course Impossible In Figure 2 as here shown. This figure Is greatly reduced In 
scale from that acttmlly used, and this reduction has made It necessary to omit most of the vertical and 
horizontal rulings . 

• Subscrlp>s denote the estlmtite from which the revised gmduation curve was derived. 
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TABLE 2.~Recapitulation by diameter cla88es aJkr 8econd e8timate 

Totals 0(-
Diameter breast high· claBs Total Durer· New

(Inches) height Trees Dlamet« ence o( gradua·Second Measured secondclass breast' estimate tion dJs.
volWIlli estimate tancehigh volume

(1) (2) (3) (4) (IS) (6) (8) 

F~el 1I"itmbtr I~~tI (}it. ft. (}it. ft. 
~-- 

1 ~1 9 Per ctIOt{1~19 25• • .-••--.-----------------•• ~ :i2. 6 2. 31 2. 3720-29 17 24. 9 ••_____._. --.-.-.-- 2. M 2. 59 _______~____________Total_____________________ __________ 42 67. Ii 4.85 4. 96 +2. 3 _________ _Average____ •_____________ ==== ==== ====1." 1.15 1.18 1.4
20-29 15 35.0 6.3 6.1l ___________________ _

2.~2.9___,--••---.-------------- 3IMItI 18'46.5 lL 7, { 1 2. 7 .8 11.4 _____ •______________~9 .8 ___________________ _
Total_______________________________ , 34 84. 2 18. 8 18. 8' (); 0 _________ _
Average__________________ ----~;;;- --------~-

3.0-3.9_.______• ____•••____••__ ._ rn 1~: ~:sa /: ::::::::~~ _______~~.,
~ :1: ~ ig ig ========== ==========

Total._._. ___ ••______••.._- ________._ 40 139; 7 48. 7 ---.s:g- --=to.T ____..___~Average__ ••____________ •___________________•• 3. Ii 1.22 1.22 ==== 3. 5 

".H.9------------·-------------l § ~ Iii ii c~i ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~, 61H19 1 4.9 3. 8 2. 9 • ___________________ _Total._.__________________ ===:---4-7~ lii7.5~ --=i=3.4 ===Average._.___••__________ ========= 4.5 2.29 2.37 =::::::: 4.6 
~ 6 31.8 17." 17.1 _._________________ _

5.~.9.. _____._____._._____.____·{ ~~ ~~:: 1:~ 1::g ==:::=:=== ==========61H19 2 10. 9 9." 9.5
'fotal_____________________ ._________ 61 330. 9 
 234. 'l 226.0 +0.6 _________ _A verage__________________ __________ __________ 5.4 3. 85 3.87 _____ .____ 5.4
4H9 12 'l7. 3 60. 8 58.6 ___________________ _

6.G.~.9._••••_"_••__••___________ { ~~ ag 1~: l~U 1~~ ~ ========== ==========


~i9 1 6.5 8. 1 8. 8 1__________ ----------
TotaL.__________________ ===~ ---:36.'8 3Iii:3""3iis:7--=o.T===Average_________________ ---c--.--- __ •• ____._ 6.5 5.97 . 5.94 __________ 6.5 

TABLE a.-Summary of Table 2 for all diameter cla8ses 1 

Volume DiaIruiterbreast high
DifferA~gate ence,1

Trees (number) d meter Aggregate Average measbreast nred- Newhigh second Average gradn·
Second Mess- Second Mess- estlmate ation

estimate nred estimate nred distance 

India Cu.. ft. Cu.. ft. Cu.. ft. Cu.. ft. Perunt India IlICM84.85 4.96 0.115 0.118 +2.3 1.4 1.440___________________ ~g 
0.0 2.5 2.5~::====:::=:===:::= 18.8 18.8 .553 .553

47__________________ 139.7 48. 7 48.9 L22 '. 1.22 +.4 3.5 3.5111. ___•______________ 209.5 107.5 IlL 2 2.29 2.37 +3.4 4.5 4.652___________________ 330. 9 234.7 226.0 3.85 3.87 +.6 5.4 Ii. 4li9___________________ 336.8 310.3 308. 7 5.97 5.94 -.5 6.5 6.5
64._. ________________ 442.1 498.4 488.9 8.45 8.29 -1.9 7.5 " 7.4
00_._________________ 543.6 727.2 729.8 11.4 11.4 +.4 8.5 8.5
58___________________ 554.3 867.6 881.3 14. 7 14.9 +L6 9.4 9.5
63___________________ (!(M.5 1,068. 4 1,077.2 18.4 18.6 +.8 10.4 10. 5
33___________________ 719.6 1,415.4 1, 453. 4 22.5 23.1 +2.7 11.4 11.6

28.__________________ 408.4 847.8 857.0 25.7 26.0 +1.1 12.4 12.521_________• _________ 377.0 834.6 866.0 29.8 30.9 +3.8 13.5 13.7302.0 744.3 753.1 35.423___ • _______________ 35.9 +L2 14.4 14.515___________________ 355. 9 934.6 939.0 40.6 40.8 +.5 15.5 15.53__________________ 246.7 716.4 690.9 47.8 46.1 -3.6 16.4 16.12___________________ 52.3 142.1 128. 6 47.4 42.9 -9.5 17.4 16. 437.1 l2o. 4 111.2 60.2 55.6 -7.6 18.6 17.8704 ___________________ ----------19.642. OS/9, 704.!l6 -------.-. -.-------- .---.----- ---------- ----------
I This condensed form Is the one actually used, but Table 2 illmtrates better how the data are combined•• Computed from aggregate mther than average. volumes. 
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~~]'ollowing the total-height cla$ses under e~9h height-diameter class 
in fl'able 2, three lines are left fOl" totals, averages, and to separate the 
d. b. h. classes. When each height-diameter class has beenentereif;\ 
the diameter-class totals and 8.veragt;js are. calculated and enteredJ\ 
The percentage differences between the measured and estimated' 
volumes, using the estimates las the base, are then cpmputedand.
entered in column 7. , . 

The purpose of tbis step is to! discover whether there is any residual 
correlation between the voluIDI~ errors of ',the revised' chart and diam
eter. If there were none, the,:percentages in column 7 would either 
all be approximately zero, or,:what is more normally the case where 
the number of trees used. is limited, would at least have no well
defined trend away from zero. In some cases this may be judged by 
inspection, but it will usually be necessary to plot the percentages of 
column 7 over the average diameters of column 4.A typical result 
is illustrated in Figure 4. It will be seen that there is in. this case a 
fairly well-defined trend, which shows that the chart in its present 
form tends in particular to overestimate the volume of trees. above 
16 inches in diameter. . 
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FIGURE 4.-Porcentage devIatIons between measured and estImated (second) volumes over 
d. b. h. A correction of the dIameter scale, particularly at tbe upper end, Is in,dicated 

If a change is necessary, the desired correction·is accomplished by 
shifting each graduation on the diameter axis to such a position that 
the measured or "true" volumes will be read on the volume axis 
instead .of the corresponding second estimates. This is done as follows: 

For each of the diameter-class averages' in Table 2 pass a tine 
through the average d. b. h. (as shown in column 4 of the table) /illd 
the average second-estimate volume and hold its intersection\vith 
the height axis (this is in a sense the average height for this diameter 
ch,\Ss); then pivoting on this point, shift the line s~ t~~t it pas!les 
throu~h the average measured volume and note the man)\eter reading 
at which it intersects the diameter axis. This proCl.~!3sis illustrated 
in Figure 5, which shows the procedure for the class averaging 18.6 
inches, which has an average second-estimate volume of 60.2 and an 
average measured volume of 55.6. This gives the llew position of the 
particular d. b. h. used, the !Q'aduation distance being expressed in 
terms of the original scale. The value noted, 17.8 in the instance 
illustrated, is ,entered in the last column of Table 2 or Table 3. Table 
3 illustrates the form actually employed. Table 2 illustrates more 
'completely the ;m&IU1er pf combining the d. b. h.-height classes. 
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FxOuBli 6.-CUrV8ilttedto l!i&!lU8tiondlBta~ilesd~rivedby Iheans ofFigme 5 . ~."" 

'l'he curies .of ~s 4,and6, arelll~rely tw~different exPte~sions '., ." 
',.of the'sama facts."; lnthe f.ormer a horiz.ontal straight line indicates' 
that n.o 9han~ need, be made;ID the lattet 'a.45~straight).fue:means: '.,' . 
the same. thing. It istherefo~edesiraMe:t00Ihlt~.41andWith·.-, 
itcobunn7, .of T~bl~.2,;since ~he:,~rn.v:e o~;Jj'igt!r€l,~'n9t·.oWy.~di~~~s,«:"·' .,'. 
the need for change bUt'a18opt.oVldes:tMm,~cl!anJ~m:for,~8kiI?g'lt. " ' 
.J3efQre,r~ading; an~~series,pf"e8tim!'~~; a~!mjl~P~9c~Bs~~RW.q'~ ,

be performed for heIght•. TJie, samefu{orry!l!tlO;n D;Opr to,esecond, 
es~ateshouldl>e sU1llDiariz~ by.lie'ight 91IiSSe,~~reg.ard1~of;CU~m-' 
eter.: ,H '(illY '. readj~stments '.of ·.theheiglit...spiile ,~e fputid, ,tI)'pe.
necesslt,ry'; they sh()uld-b,e made. exactly asfQr diameter. ,',['hepJ:ocess. 
illustrated ,in':Figuxe 5 is" howe~,:r, now e:!fiactlYr.eyers~,d;: ~- J!Iie~l 

, . p~d.tbrough each average. heIght and .average second~!3stima~ '. 
.' .' '.' .... , 



< ,c. " ,~", .'. , :, ,:0.. '", '..~. -'.~ . , . _ . .~. ;': 

,;r~lpBjttCl~jlltft:t1tl!lNi;a6~I/fr.,8.'f).l!lpii:<OFA.GlUC:d't'tiOltttl.;' . ' 

:vol~ ·.~.··.·~·~n~rsec}tio~;,With,th~·dl&mewri~' -~hl~~~is1ielclJ~:'······i·· 
,pivo.t,' 'e1:c:,'ef,c;. The"resuIti'qg. chart., ·wbi~liIllay'h:ave:an,t1ifee:a.Xes 
no~m.odifie<t:isooJisidered;a third ai>pro;rlm~ti6n, 'and: &$enes>of 
third eStUn~tesis readandent.ered iD::~lUIfih7'ioftheoriginill iable~ 
F~r.the·:eXJi.ni'p~e ..atb:~d,,·;n~.·:corr~ction'~for.·iheHaXis·.,Was·indicated.: 
1J11s,th~fore, ldentic&l WIth Ho; ..'.." <' . " 

" , . \~ ~ .,' . ".' _. ,. 	 .-	 . . . 

TilE ·'TJtiaI)·CORRECTlON OF THE CHART 

.' .,.When oolumn7has beeJl·:totaled aiidaveraged 'byheigh1i-:d1lmleter 
.~classes, a.t:hird correction may be madew'hieh is in every way similar 

to the .first. The adjlIDtment of the height and diameter .axes may 
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THIRD £:~TIMAT£: VOLUM£: 

. J'Iouu 7.~The:iReQur~iTd~~ curve based on columns.4and 7 of Table 1 •. rhe4So 

, .' "s~tJ!ueJndlCatesthat.nofurtJierreVlsiOnlsnecessary .,' _. :' 

hliv'~tJUown: thevolumei~~ Ol,lto£ adjustment, and this must,be: 
tested. Averagemeasuredvoltlnies ate therefore now plotted over 
.average. thirdestiinates~Tlie ;curVe will resemble ingeIieral Figure 

c\ 2,~ut~wJl.aperoachmo~;ne~ly a 45° straight line .. In~ec~ 

.WhiCh:lS bemg.ijlusta:ated it'lS, mdeed,exactly a 45° ,str81ght line, .and 

this~ho'WS that Iiofurlherimprovement can be made, . (Fig. 7.) 

'Wlille this is a normal result, it sometimes happens that some curve 

oi: .some line is' diliinedwhich is not a 45° line passingtbroug'h the 

(1, 1) point. In this case ihevolume scale must,berecorrected" 
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using exactly the s8,me process' as was u,sed in .making the first 
correction. . This new graduation curve is labeled V3• The Erst 
penciled corrections must beeJ'ased from the volume axis and new 
ones entered. by .means of the graduating curve Va, which should !be 
in ink as before. . 

The revision of the chart permits a series of fourth estimates to be 
read. 

FOURTH AND SUBSEQUENT CORRECTIONS OF THE CHART 

If the previous step has resulted in an alteration of the chart 
other than that .indicated by a 45° straight line, not through (1, 1) 
(10, 10) which merely raises or lowers the entire scal~a fourth cor

. rection should be made. This is similar in every way to the second 
correction, already described, except that the fourth estimates ~e 
used. Probably' neither the height nor diameter a."ris can.be further 
improved, but if any improvement is possible it should, of course, be 
m&de;lO In this case a fifth correction similar to the first and third 
should be attempted. . 

In9ther words, the. two types of correction described should be 
alternately applied until a stage is reached where no further correction 
is indicated. When this result has been attained the volume table 
is considered complete except for the translation of the chart into a 
table of the customary form. 

The final appearance of the base chan in the case which has been 
illustrated is shown in Figure 3. The revised graduating curves for 
volume (VI) and for diameter (D2) will be seen, with the correspond
ing new scales on the volume and diameter axes. 

THE NUMBER OF APPROXIMATIONS NECESSARY 

Fortunately the technic described rarely requires many repetitions.
In some of the cases which have been worked out by the Forest Serv
ice a single correction of the volume axis has been all that has been 
necessary, the attempt to make second corrections merely establish
ing this fact. It.is rare to have to make more than three corrections. 
The process, then, is by no means laborious. The last estimate 
indicating completion of t}le chart is not wasted, since these values 
are needed for the checks to be made. 

FINAL PREPARATION OF THE VOLUME TABLE 

The final graduations of the chart are inked in, and if a volume 
table in alinement-cha.rt form is desired, a tracing is made of the three 
axes only with their final scales. This may be reproduced photo
graphically, in reduced size if desired. A typical result is shown in 
Figure 8. (The two diameter scales will be discussed later.) 

A final table may also 'be read from the chart. The conventional 
tabular form is more convenient for most purposes, but the chart 
form is very useful in any work where interpolations in the table 
are necessary. 

• Graduation curve VI, rather than V..a, Is, of course, used in making tbls correction. 

II The new graduation distances shonJd be obtained from the diameter and height scales from the DI 


and HI graduating curves. 

http:alinement-cha.rt
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MEASURES. OF ACCURACY OF THE FINAL TABLE 
" 

It is customary to calculate two measures of accuracyior any volume 
table. These are the aggregate deViation. and the average percentage 
deViation. 

(";: The aggregate deViation is merelv the difference betw~en the 
grandtotals of the measured and last:estimated volumes (columns4 
and 7, Table I} and is expressed as a percentage of the grand total 
9f the measured volumes. It can be most clearly presented as follows: 

•. _. 4ggregate deViation: Chart ______ per cen.t high (or low). 
TlllS)serves merely as a check on the accuracy with which the 

curves have been balanced and does not check ~he form of the curves, 
which depend on good technic in .:fitting: the measured-estimate 
curves and the correction cUl'vesfor height and diameter. If the 
aggregate deViation is less than 0.5 per cent for important tables and 
less than 1 per cent for secondary tableS, the result is considered 
satisfactory.1 

The average percentage deViation is computed from the measured 
and last-estimated volumes of the indiVidual trees. The difference 
between the measured and last-estimated volume is eX{>ressed as a 
percentage of the estimated volume. Slide-rule accuracy IS sufficient. 
An alinement chart which gives the percentage deviation directly 
from a setting of measured and estimated volumns is shown in Figure 
9. The percentages may be entered in a final column of Table 1. 
Signs are disregarded. The percentages are totaled and averaged, 
and the result may be presented as follows: 

Average percentage deViation, ______ per cent. 

A PERMISSmLE SHORT CUT IN READING THE SECOND ESTIMATES 

In the foregoing pages it was stated that the second estimate should 
be read from the corrected base chart. It is somewhat easier to 
obtain these values indirectly from the first estimates by means of the 
measured-over-first-estimate curve. (Fig. 2.) For example, tree No. 
M in Table 1 has II. first-estimate volume of 0.10. On Figure 2 it will 
be seen that the curve above 0.10 reads 0.15, and this can be entered 
as the second estimate. The results should be approxim.a.tely iden
tical with estimates read by means of d. b. h. and height from the cor
rected alinement chart, but being based on a single value (the first 
estimate) instead of on two values (the diameter and the height) they 
can be more quickly obtained. It is well to check a few values by 
both methods to insure against blunders in correcting the chart. 

Similarly, fourth estimates may be read from the measured-third 
estimate curve. 

THE ORDER IN WHICH THE CORRECTIONS ARE MADE 

It may have been noted that in the procedure described, the order 
of the operations has been reversed from that which is normal in the 
more general method of curvilinear multiple correlation. The 
reason for this is that form factor usually is more closely correlated 
with volume than with either diameter or height. If the height and 
diameter a.~es are corrected first, curvature may be thrown into one 

II SOCIETY or AXXRlCAN FORESTERS (Committee on standardization of volume and yield tables). llETH· 
ODS or RUAIUNG VOLVO ANJ) YI&IJ) TAJIl.SII. lour. Fore:IUy 24 :653, Item 37 (a). 1924. 
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of their graduating curves which belongs in that for the volume axis. 
If this happens it may require several corrections to tranSfer it to the 
volumea.~s. In actual experience it has been found that several 
more f:lStimates are usually required if the· heigJi:t and diameter axes 
are corrected first. • 

TABLES OF VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET OF ENTIRE STEM, INCLUDING 
BARK 

If it is desired to make a volume table in which the stated volume 
is to include the bark the same base chart may be used. Since the 
geometrical solid on which the form factor is based is the same in 
either case, L e., a cylinder having a diameter equal to the d. h. h. 
outside the bark, it is obvious that the form factor for the volume in
cludin~ bark will be higher than for that omitting it. It might theo
retically be preferable, therefore, to use a slightly altered chart in 
which the "modified cylinder" volumes were those of a cylinder 
multiplied by some factor such as 0.45 insteal2. of 0.40. In practice, 
however, the difference would be very slight and wou1'd appear merely 
as a slight horizontal displacement of the curve such as is illustrated 
in Figure 1, since the estimates would all be increased by a constant 
percentage. The difference will therefore completely disappear in the 
second estimate. 

TABLES BASED ON D. B. B. INSIDE OF BARK 

There is a strong possibility that in some cases a volume table made 
in a certain locality will not be usable ina different locality because 
of a difference in the average thickness of the bark. This is particu-· 
larly true when the volume given is inside the ba,rk while the diameter 
measurement, the d. b. h., is outside the bark. There are, therefore, 
some advantages ~preparing the alinement chart in such a form that 
d. b. h. inside of bark may be used as an alternative. If this is done 
the correction of the table to apply to a new locality may be simplified. 

It is a simple matter to preparE!! a curve showing inside bark d. b. h. 
over, outside bark d. b. h. for the basic data of the table. T,he readings 
of this curve can then be transferred to the diameter axis. of the 
finished chart, marking d. b. h. inside of barkopposite thecorres,ponding 
d. b. h. outside of bark on the final scale. This has been done in 
Figure 8. 

It is equally possible to work from the beginning with diameters 
inside of bark, and then later enter additional graduations applyin~ to 
diameters outside of bark. Somewhat better definition of the vanous 
curves is obtained if diameters inside bark are used. As a matter of 
fact, ~he chestnut tab!e illustratei! in Figure 3 was thus. p~epared, and 
the diameter graduatIOns there given are for d. b. h. mSlde of bark. 
The d. b. h. graduating curve for outside of bark has been omitted 
for simplicity. 

THE FORM OF BASE CHART FOR MERCHANTABLE VOLUME IN CUBIC 
FEET 

It would be possible to use the base charts already described for 
volume tables giving the merchantable volume in cubic feet to some 
fixed standard of top utilization, such as 4 inches. It is preferable, 
however, to use a slightly different chart giving first-estimate volumes 
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which area little Qlcjserro the actual meas~ voIQm~of: thettees, 
anddiam~CorrectiGll eurv~' (suell asthp8e jJ::L FigUl,-e,6)whi~1la.re' ~, 

O~mOre nearlysu,ught lines. '," ',,~" "" ' , " '~, " 
The ehart ,adopted by the Fores~Service is based.'c,)lithe pamb- ' 

'" oloid;' This, is the ~plest geom~trii;,al solid which is closely Siniilar' 
to '& tree. ThefotmfWa for the vQlume 9foa .p~boloid is 

BH
V=T 

i 
" '. ' :.; . l.i ,'_

where,V is the vol'¥lle i¥ cubic !oo.~t B,;thq area of th~ pas~ in;square
feet,\)and Hthe heIght,ID feet. " Allowmg,·a stump helght9f IfQot, 
the volume of the ,paraboloid above, this is .", ' ;, " ': 

BH' r
V=-'2 

f 

where H'=H-1 
" If the unmerchantable portion of the, tip of:.sucha paraboloid 'is 

truncated, this volume will be redq,cedby , , , 

bh 
v=2" 

,!here v is the. volume of th~ unmerchantable tip, .b the, ar«:a of the 
tip at ~the ,pomt of truncation ~and ,~ ~he length of tile tip. .The 
merchantable vol;!llIleof the parabolOid 18, theJ'efore, ~ , 

I~ 

V-v=Blj' -~, 

In a paraboloid" however, the taper in area is porportional ,to the 
length. It follows therefore that, ,~ 

11, b 
·H'=Jj 

andth8.t 
, ,bH' 

h=B' 

I}I'Su~sti~u:ting this value in the p~vious equation, we have 

V-Vf~(BHi_~~) 
or simplifying, 


, H' (1J2- 62)

V-v OE'2 B ' 

This may now be expresSed logarithmically as follcjws: 

H' JIP-~log (V-v)=logT+1o!;;\-n-) 

JH-l) JIP-b~ or log (V-v) = IO!;;\-2 - , +lo!;;\:--:lrl' 

0 

http:FigUl,-e,6)whi~1la.re
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For any desired standiml of top utilization, b, .and th~telo~2,is a , 
constant. It is a simple matter to prepa.rean rimnement"'~hart 
similar in form··to that already described by meaDs of which '\this 
formula may be solved.. An example is sh~Wn in Fisrure' 10.. T}itf=;'\ 

·,'graduating CUl:'Ve for V is. a stra.ig:tJ.t line; that for HiS not quite \\ 
straight because . of the co:rrection 1:01' stum~ height, while that fQ;t" 

" diameter is considerably lowered forI the smSJl diameters, because of 
the small differences between JJ2 and b2

• .' 

The base charts of this type, as. used by the Forest Service, are 
for top utilization to 21~';-~; 5, and 6 inches. "" '. . 

It should be no~that there would have been no s~il)ilar advantage 

in the use of th~p'liiraboloid,.rather than. the cylinder in the case of 

the_~provious base chart for the volume of the entire stem. The 

~yolUme of a paraboloid is o:ne-half that of the cylinder of. the same 

dim.!lnsions. The cylinder volumes .multiplied by the form factor 

0.40 'would therefore be identical with the paraboloid volumes multj.

plied by 0.80. 

. It will be noted thet the three sets of graduating~curves on Fis,iure 10 

are designated Dp , H p , and Vp, resJ!6ctively. These are abbrevia

tiori!:-,for diameter of parabolold, helght of paraboloid, and volume 

of paraboloid. .. 

. After the proper base chart has been selected the :procedure fol

lowed in preparm~ the volume table is in all respects ldentical with 

that already descnbed. 


THE FORM OF BASE CHART FOR MERCHANTABLE VOLUME IN 
BOARD FEET 

I. 

The formula for the volume of a geometrical solid which~mbles 
a tree in form and which is scaled in board feet by a log rule, is un
fortunately very complex and not such as can be expressed accurately 
by an alinement chart. It has been found, however, that a fairly 
close' approximation can be worked out. The process of preparing 
such. an approximation chart is both tedious and involved,. and is 
difficult to describe. It consists in general of the following steps: 

A series of values for volume are compu~ for some.assumed 
solid, for a range of values of diameter and height. After experi
ments with several alternatives, the solid preferred is the cone frus
tum for table", to be related to merchantable hei~ht and the parab
oloid for those' related to total height. The solid is divided juto 
16-foot logs and scaled by whatever log rule is .desired. 

A base chart is then laid out with tentative parallel straight-line axes 
for diameter~ height, and volume. The height and diameter axes are 
not graduated; that for volume is graduated logarithmically for 
several inches at the top. The graduations for the maximum diam
eter used and the ma.m:num height are placed horizontally opposite 
that for the maximum volume. Lines through this maximum
diameter graduation and a series of three or four corresponding vol
umes intersect the height axis at corresponding heights, and fine 
pencil lines are drawn to record these indications of the positions of 
these height ~aduations. Similarly, starting from the maximum 
height, indicatIOns of two or three diameter graduations are obtained. 
Intersecting back from the second and third of these tentative diam
eter graduations will give a second and third series of intersections on 
the lieight axis, which should agree closely with the first. If they do, 



FrOtllll: lo.-Form or base chart used ror volume tallies giving merchllntable volume 
to B4-1nch top, in cUbic reet, based on diameter BIld total height 
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. these height graduations are accepted. ,Reversing the process, ~. the 

tentative g!a.duations of the diameter aXis are checked by (jther inter

sections, When this diameter axis has been carried 8. few inches, 

attention is !\gain turned to the height axis, and soon alternately. 
The intersections of lines from the larger diameters and heIghts 

will usually be well defined. Later, as smaller values of"height are 

intersected hack to the larger diameters, they may b~ found to fall 

above or below the preViously esta.blished points. Similarly, lines· 

from the smaller diameters may consistently intersect high or low. 

This is an. indication that the. lower part of tha vdume scale needs 

eXpansion (when th~ intersecj;i(jns are above) or cbntra.ction. 
';l'he correction of the'volum~ scale is acco~pl¥ihed by locat~g new 

pomts on the volume. graduatmg curve, which IS done by laymg the 

straightedge on the diameter aria height and noting the intersect.ion 

on the volume axis. This intersection is then projected horizontally 

to the ordinate representing the~orresponding volume: For this 

correction the diameter and height pomts used are those estab

lished by the upper values, which have been confirmed by good 

intersections.
Sooner or later, the intersections may not fall on the (jriginal 

straight diameter and height axes and a curve must be substituted. 

If the intersections are well defined, the axes alone should be curved. 

If, however, the intersections fall, not around a point but along a line, 

such a multiple iIl,tersection usually indicates a. simultaneous adjust

ment of volume scale and of one or both of the diameter and height 

axes.
The graduating curves are carried along simultaneously for all 

three a......es. Each intersection located will fix a point on on~ of these 

graduating curves, but since the result being attained is only an 

approximation chart the points will not lie exactly on the curve, and
The sam~ thing is true ofa smoothing process has to be resorted to. 


the axes themselves.

An example of the sort of chart finally produced by this process of 

trial and error is shown in Figure 11. It must be admitted that there 

is a large personal equation in the preparation of such a chart. Dif

ferent workers might produce charts materiaJly different in appear

ance. The test of theIr ad!\quacy is whether the o~al basic values 

mentioned in step 1 can be reproduced with suffiCIent accuracy by 

means of the chart. This is true of the charts presented here. 
A peculiarity of the chart illustrated in Figure 11 is the intersection 

of the lower ends of the volume and diameter axes. This is to be 

expected as a result of the scaling practice which neglects taper in 

16-foot logs. AU trees which are exactly one log in height to a 6-mch 

top will therefore have exactly the SlUD.e scale .regardless of their 

d. b. h. This condition can be met only by an alinement chart 

which has a common point for 16.3 feet on the height scale and 20 

(the volume of a 6-inch, 16-foot log) on the volume scale. 
It has been found, however, that this condition can not be met in 

all of the cone-frusta charts, particularly those based on the Scribner 

rule. The difficulty appears to be associated in part with the eccen

tricities of. the rule Itself, which does not follow any mathematical law. 

Accurate results at this one fixed point can only be obtained at the 

expense of material errors in. adjacent diameter classes. An example 
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of the sort of cOfnpromisechart which has been adop~ed is illustr,aW
in Figure 12.12 ' " . 

In baS{\ charts for board;..foot volumes related to total height the 
peculiarity noted above (fig. 11) does not exist because merchantable 
length is not rigidly correlated with total height. The characteriStic 
form of these total-height base charts is shown in Figure 13. 

THE TECHNIC, IN THE CASE 'OF THE BOARD.FiOOT TABLES 
o 

' 

The technic for board-foot tables follows" in general, exactly the 
same procedur~.as that followed in the cubic-foot tables already 
described, and only one or "two d~tails need be'mentioned. 

For reasOnS already discussed, the measured and first;..estimat.ed 
volumes in the tables related to merchantable height must be identical 
for a I-log tree of the minimum top diameter used. This means 
that this volume determines a fixed point on the mecurured-first 
estimate curve, and this fi.'"<:ed point makes the fitting of this curve 
easier. The same thing is not true. of course, of the tables related 
to total height, in which the lower end of this curve is often ill defined. 
Near the minimum d. b. h. many of the trees will be so rapidl:r 
tapering that they will not contain a merchantable log and 'so will 
have a volume of zero. An average of a small number of trees, 
some of which have a zero volume, will naturally be erratic. This 
difficulty can be corrected only by obtaining'tt relatively large num
ber of data for these very small SIZes, which mfl,Y not be practicable. 
At all events, modernt.e errors in the very small trees are usually of 
little moment. 

The small trees also cause some difficulty in connection with the 
average percentage deviation. Since this deviation is expressed as 
a percentage, there are many cases near the minimum diameter 
where the percentage deviation of an individual tree will be either 
100 per cent, when the basic solid has a volume and the tree itself 
has not, or infinity when the converse is true. An average including 
even a single infinity is, of course, itself infinite, and highly misleading. 
The most practicable plan seems to be to omit from the calculation 
of,tlle average percentage deviation (but not from that of the aggre
ga.te difference) the entire diameter classes for which either the 
estimated, or any of the measured volumes are zero. The eXJ?ression 
of average percentage deviation should then include the nnnimum 
diameter used, together with the number of trees entering into the 
average percentage given, as: , ' 

Average percentage deviation (494 trees, 13 inches plus): 9.8 per 
cent. 

II The series of charts in use by the Forest Service for board-foot volumes includes the following: (Based 
on merchantable height) Scribner rule, height and volume to fl.incb top, to 7-inch top, to 8-lnch top, and 
to B 10-Inch top; International rule, height IIlld volume to &-lnch top, to fl.inch top, to 8-lnch top, IIlld to 
100Inch top. (Based on total height) Scribner rule, volum~ to fl.inch tOPI to 8-inch top, IIlld to 100mch top;
Intematlonal rule, volume to ~inch top, to fl.inch top, to 8-inch top, IIllQ to 10-inch toP. 

http:procedur~.as


FJouu 11.....1'0l'Il101 bull chart uaed for volume tablmliviDa total vo!ometo a Mnch 
top. ID oo.rd feet by the lD~tlonal roll) (~lnch 1I:erf}, I..t OD dlameter and 
UI8d leDlth. The curve Ber(LG) may 1>8 UIed to lfIIduate the, height axis In terms 
0I1a.a.foot lop , , 
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FIo'!1Bl: 12.,-Form ofoose chart. used for volume'tables giving. merchantable volume to 
an8-lncb. top, In board feet by Scribner rule, beed on diameter and merchantable 
height. The curv:e HCF(l_> may be used to graduate the heilht am In. terms of 
10-3·foot lop 



FIqURlI: 13.-:-:FiJrm ,!f bsse ch8r~. used, fl!ls"iqroetl!bles giVing! merclllmtBble VOluIIl8 
to an 8-inch,to,\>. ID, board feet by Scnbner rille. bBsed,on diameter and total height.
The voluIIle scale has been modified to agree morecl06ely with the Bverage form of 
tlell8. True paraboloid volumes, may be obtained through the use of theVD ~du·
atin&curve' , " ,,' '" .'d," " 
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" THE ADVANTAGES OF THE ~EMENT·CHART METHOD 

The advan,tag:es o~,the ~alinement-e~ methodc~n'best bebr(mght 
out by companng ,It Wlthalternatlve methods m 'Use. The ;old- .. 
fashioned method of fitting' harmonizedcurve& -was cumbersome and 
ineffective beca.usethe data available"i~reredistributed among anum- " 
bel' of curves~Asa result ,none of these curves was well defined 
unless an 'exceedingly large number of data 'were at hand. In con
trast, each curve which must be .fitted in the alinement-chartproce
.dure isbasea. on 'all the available data and is nearly straight-line in 
form. Furthermore, the weigh~ of the poilltsin,the case 'of the 
harmonized curves was exact only m the first stage; in cross curving 
it was customary to ignore the weights altogether, and impossible 
to assign weights ,in any satisfactory manner. Serious errors some
times resulted. In contrast, in the new technic exact weights are 
a.vailable at every stage. ' , 

In compariSon With the method b8.sed on frustum-form factors, the 
neW' method is more flexible in two respects. In the first place, it 
does not involve the implicit assumption that the frustum-form factor 
is correhl:,ted with diameter alone and is independent of height within 
a diametel'c1ass. As a matter of fact, it has been fairly well estab
lished t·hat this assumption isfalsel especially in second growth; 
although for mature timber the errors mvolved init are small. Tables 
produced by the, alinement-ehart procedure may show a partial 
correlation between form factor and height.

In tl:"" second place, the new procedure is applicable to any type
of table; while the frustum-form factor method was restricted to 
tables .of volume in board feet based ()n merchantable height. 

The new method is almost self-checking. The aggregate difference 
is obtained by a mere addition of two C('~Umns oLone of the work 
sheets, while the average percentage deviation involves a relatively 
small additional amount of labor, the measured and tabular oresti
mated. values being already listed in parallel columns. This contrasts 
strongly With other methods, in which the calculation of these two 
measures of accuracy is excessively laborious. 

As a result .of these several advantages the alinement-ehart method 
is a more efficient procedure. This efficiency may be utilized either 
by reducing the ,number of data required for a table of given ,accuracy 
or by increasing the accuracy obtamed with a given number ,of data. 
In addition, time and labor will be saved through its use . 
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